
How to Write a “Letter to the Editor” of The Crusader 

1. Start by reading the current issue of Moeller’s student newspaper, The Crusader. It is a publication that is 
likely to contain articles that interest you, especially since all articles are about your school and people you 
know.  

2. Choose an article to respond to. Find an article about a topic you find interesting, thought-provoking, 
irritating, etc. When writing a letter to the editor, you will typically have one of four responses: 

a. Objection: Hey, I disagree with this article, and here’s why 
b. Clarification: Hey, I don’t think this article is completely accurate. Let me set the record straight 
c. Praise: Hey, I agree with what you said in this article. Kudos to you. Love it. Thanks, etc. 
d. Qualification: I agree with what is written, but I would like to add my viewpoint to the topic.  

 
3. Since you are responding to an article, say so right away. Name the article in the first sentence of the body 

of your letter.  

4. Be concise and focused. Write your letter in pithy, clever statements, but remember that this isn’t 
necessarily easy to do! You will probably need to write several drafts of your letter to condense your 
message.  

5. Limit your writing to two or three paragraphs. Try sticking to the following format:  

In your first paragraph identify the article you are responding to and sum up your objection, clarification, 
praise, or qualification 
In the second paragraph, include a few sentences to support or explain your view. 
End with a great summary and a clever, punchy line.  

6. Proofread your letter. Editors will ignore letters that contain bad grammar and poorly-written rants. 

7. Submit your letter by email if the publication allows it. Email your letter to crusader@moeller.org  

Tips: 

1. Since your letter may be edited, you should get to the point early. Don't bury your point inside a lengthy 
argument.  

2. Don't appear to be overly emotional. You can avoid this by limiting your exclamation points. Also avoid 
insulting language. 

3. Remember that short, concise letters sound confident. Long, wordy letters give the impression that you're 
trying too hard to make a point. 

Sample Letter on next page 

 



Dear Editor, 

I was excited to read Marty Cumberbach’s article about the plan to create a world-class zoo right here on campus 
(“Monkeying Around at Moeller,” December 2011). We are truly fortunate to have multi-millionaire zoologist 
Byron Pieters in our corner of the world. His $8.6 million donation to help our school build African savanna terrain 
right in our own backyard is quite exciting. However, I have two fundamental problems with the scheme. 

First, the plan calls for the zoo to be built on Moeller’s practice field. I know that “welcome to the jungle” is the 
proposed theme song for our new zoo-animal-populated playing fields, but this is taking the metaphor a little too 
far. Can our football team really get in proper practices with hippos lounging in the endzones or giraffes and 
baboons possibly straying on to the field of play during a kick return? Second, according the plan, Moeller 
freshman and sophomores are expected to have “animal gym” – competing in gym class with animals that can run 
much faster than even Chase Pankey. This is unfair. 

Again, while I love the idea of having a world-class Moeller Zoo that charges visitors, who will no doubt come from 
as far away as Peebles County, some $25 per ticket, I believe the plan ought to be re-thought so that it does not 
make use of the Moeller practice fields and does not require physical education students to complete with jungle 
animals.  

Barry Oppenheimer ‘16 


